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“Many of our 
customers 

start with and 
continue to use 
DNP printers as 
they grow their 

businesses”

“I feel very comfortable recommending DNP printers to our customers 
not only because of the quality and speed capabilities but also 

because I have never had any major issues with using them myself.”

/DNPPhotoPrinting @DNPPhoto @DNPPhoto

For more information on DNP IAM, please visit 
dnpphoto.com/en-us/

Photo Booth Supply Company creates 
meaningful business opportunities that 
allow people to capture memories. The 
company provides aspiring entrepreneurs 
with all of the tools needed to successfully 
run a photo booth business. The company 
provides equipment and support for all 
aspects of the business including the 
ultra-portable, lightweight, and 
easy-to-assemble photo booth; 
marketing materials; ongoing business 
education and tools; and top-notch 
printer recommendations.

Early on in their career, Brandon Wong and Katrina Santos, 
co-founders of Photobooth Supply Company, used their experience 
working at events to learn the best tips and tricks to running an event 
photo booth. Through trial and error, the couple worked to create 
a photo booth set-up that was everything they needed: lightweight, 
compact, and durable. Once they discovered the right set up and 
products for making a photo booth, other photo booth operators 
would reach out to the couple to learn more about their set up. 
From this, Photo Booth Supply Company began.



“A lot of our customers are complete beginners 
in this industry so they turn to us to show them 
how to be successful.”

/DNPPhotoPrinting @DNPPhoto @DNPPhoto
For more information on DNP IAM, please visit 
dnpphoto.com/en-us/

The company created the Salsa, a cloud-based 
digital photo booth that is ultra-portable, 
lightweight, adjustable, and can be assembled 
in 60-seconds without any tools. Everything from 
the screen to the LED lights to the wrap can be 
customized so that customers can start their 
business with a booth that matches their taste and 
brand. The booth works perfectly with AirPrint® 
compatible printers as well as with AirDrop® in case 
operators run into any problems on-site with power 
or WiFi.

Since the early days of the company, Wong has 
recommended DNP photo printing solutions to 
customers. “A lot of our customers are complete 
beginners in this industry so they turn to us to show 
them how to be successful,” said Wong. “I feel 
very comfortable recommending DNP printers to 
our customers not only because of the quality and 
speed capabilities but also because I have never 
had any major issues with using them myself.”

Photo Booth Supply Company specifically 
recommends the DNP DS620A™ to customers. 
DNP’s DS620A is one of the world’s most compact professional digital photo printers, using 
innovative print technology to produce high-quality photo prints that do not smudge and 
that stay vibrant over time. The DS620A photo printer produces stunning 6”x14” and 6”x20” 
panoramic photos on standard media, or DNP’s specialty medias such as metallic, silver pearl 
or perforated media. This printer also has advanced speed capabilities, producing 4”x6” 
images in less than nine seconds and 5”x7” images in 15 seconds, allowing photo booth 
operators to quickly print beautiful photos for event guests.

“Many of our customers start with and continue to use DNP printers as they grow their 
businesses,” said Wong. “I’ve found that if you recommend they try out the best photo 
printer first, then there’s no need for them to go looking for an alternative.

AirDrop and AirPrint are trademarks of Apple, Inc.


